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Sunday lunch is one of the great British traditions and in Family Sunday Lunches Mary Berry brings

together the classics and her own family favourites to create an invaluable all-year-round cookbook.

Full of reliable and delicious recipes to suit cosy informal meals and show-stopping feasts for

friends, this is more than just a Sunday roast book. Mary brings Sunday lunch right up to date and

shares her springtime starters, autumnal fruit pies, slow-cooked casseroles and light summer salads

- winter curries, garden buffets, moreish vegetarian meals and divine desserts are included, too.

Mary hasn't forgotten the classic roast, though, and has fine-tuned the essential information for each

and every one, as well as including all the traditional roast accompaniments - find out how to make

the perfect Yorkshire puddings, homemade cranberry sauce and your very own knock-out

stuffing.With prepare-ahead tips and Aga cooking instructions, Mary Berry's Family Sunday

Lunches is an invaluable addition to every kitchen shelf.
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Mary Berry, the much-loved judge on The Great British Bake Off, is the author of more than 70

cookbooks with total sales of over 5 million. Mary is loved for her practical and unfussy approach to

cooking. She gives many demonstrations around the country, but when she is at home, she loves to

be with her family and tending her garden - her other great passion.



My first non baking book by Mary Berry. Recipes are easy to follow and do not require many

ingredients. The meals really are the kind I like to do on Sunday (when my girlfriend and I take a

pause from the weeks activities and sit down to a nice meal with wine on china plates just for

two).This book is for preparing home meals, not replicating the dining experience at Les Halles.

There are plenty of books for that. This won't challenge an experienced cook but it does provide

good recipes that bring me back to childhood weekends when the smells from the kitchen would

make make me feel good.Mary is not only the queen of baking (though she is that)!

Love this woman! It's like going to your English grandmother's house for lunch!

One of my favourites

Great Birthday gift for my mom.

Excellent/

I've made quite a number of dishes from this cookbook, from the appetizers, to a roast, to the cold

buffet items. I like that many of the recipes utilize minimal ingredients, but effective in taste for the

entire family. They are very British dishes, but not 'pub' dishes, which most people equate with

British cooking. They are nice and light and fantastic to make for Sunday or even Saturday night!

Mary is such a wonderful chef. Her recipes are clear cut and easy. But incredients are stated in

metric system.

Great book with tons of suggestions - takes me right back to my days growing up in Yorkshire and

the school recipes and grandparent recipes I learnt as a child. Nice to have them all so elegantly

written up and illustrated. Look forward to passing them on to my children and grandchildren.
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